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When editing a page, click on the button on the toolbar. What you want to do is attach any text that you would like to have a mouseover in a span of tags. they look like this: span'gt;This is the text that I want to have mousover'lt;/span'gt;. You can do this by finding the text you want in the html editor or by
typing it yourself. To add mouseover text though, you'll need to use the range header attribute. The assigning value to the attribute is this: this is the text that I want to have, I am hovering over the text, that the attributes of the attributes are always in quotes. And a vuila! You're done. The text must now
have a mouseover pop-up. You can see the example below. Spans can also be used to give custom css to the text section (see the bottom of this page for some brief notes on how this is done). This is the text that I want to have mouseover ALL OF IS USEFUL ABOUT HTML, BUT it's not actually
REALLY NEED to make SOLVE THIS PROBLEM Mouseover text is pretty easy to create. Basically, what you're going to want to do is create a link with an empty link attribute (so clicking it doesn't take you anywhere) and use the title attribute to create any mouseover text you would like. To create an
empty link, you'll have to use the HTML editor of Google sites (click the button that says the page's editor). The link uses the tag. Thus, the link can look like this text that I want to show. (ALWAYS REMEMBER TO USE THE CLOSING TAG - in this case, but links also need a location, given the attribute of
the ref. so to add, that's a link to my website. (attributes are ALWAYS in quotes). We don't want the link to actually take people anywhere, so instead of giving a href attribute with an actual URL, just use an empty quote: So: qlt;a href's qgt;This is a link to my site. Now we have a connection. to add
mouseover text, just use a title attribute like this: this is some text I want to display. (see the following line to check it out in action.) This link has mouseover text. Unfortunately, the result of this is that your link will have the same styles as all the other links on your site (such as a different background color
or with blue text). However, we can override this with a style attribute that allows you to add inline CSS to almost any HTML tag. To change the background color to white, the color of the text to the black, and remove the highlight from the link we will write: qlt;a href' title'This is some text I want to display.
The link has mouseover text. background color, and color for the color of the text) use the hexagonal zlt;/HTML Color. Typically, the first two hexagonal symbols represent the amount of red, the second two are green, and the final pair represent how blue it is. For a complete reference to the colors and
their hex values, and all! Now we have a sentence with text that appears when you hover over it and doesn't look like a link. Mouseover offer below to check out the final product. This link has mouseover text. Note: You will notice that the style attribute works a little differently, in that it can change a few
things about the link. In general, syntax is attribute-name:value;nextattributename:value. This is CSS, which you can learn more about from a variety of sources (for example, here). Dedicated dedicated dedicated dedicated highlighted Adding explanatory text to the survey to make sure your respondents
are on the same page is an excellent best practice survey. The problem is, too much text can be tedious. Using this handy trick, you can give respondents guidance over tooltips throughout the survey with definitions and explanatory text. In this way, the respondent can access the text if they need it, but
otherwise is hidden from the display. In this example, we also demonstrate another cutting-edge survey practice; providing respondents with information on why survey questions are asked, which can be considered sensitive. Option 1. Basic TooltipThis basic tooltip can be added to the text question and



text/instructions only. If you want to include tooltips in the response options see Option 2 below. Start by copying the code below. This text will show in the tooltip pop-up. In our example, we add the learning text to the Supplemental Learning Text field under the Layout tab so that the tip is not included in
the questions names in the reports and exports. To set this up, edit it and go to the Layout tab. Click on the Extra Learning Text box and then tap the Full Mode icon on the editor's toolbar. Then tap the Source icon on the editor's toolbar. Insert in the copied code and update the text to meet your needs.
Save the question. Option 2. Stylized TooltipsIn this example we will be hovering over the tooltip in the question text. You can take this code and apply it throughout the survey, such as text/instructions, question instructions, response options, etc. They are needed to work tooltips. To do this, go to the
Style tab. Poll preview to access html/CSS Editor link. Insert the CSS below on the csS custom tab. If you want, you can customize the colors of your tooltip by changing the hex codes for color and the boundaries highlighted in red below. / .tip - boundary-bottom: 1px dotted pattern (basic font color);
Position: relative; cursor: help; Text-decoration: no; Color: inherit; .tip span - display: no; z-index: 100; Position: absolute; upholstery: .6em; upholstery-left: 1em; Top: 1.5em; Left: 2.4em; Width: 10em; Background: Patterncolor of the background of the page; Border: 1px solid pattern basic font color);
Border radius: 0.5em; .tip:hover span: inline-block; .sg-question-set, .sg-type-radio ul.sg-list vertical li, .sg-type-checkbox ul.sg-list-vertical-li, .sg-question-options, .sg-type-radio-likert.sg-question-options, .sg-type-table.sg-issue-options-options.sg-instructions Next copy the code below. This is a text that
will be displayed in the tooltip pop-up. Tap the full mode icon on the editor's toolbar. Then tap the Source icon on the editor's toolbar. Insert the copied code wherever you would like to place your tool tip. Next, you need to set up different parts of the code: Start by replacing the Tooltip text. In our example
above, we used Why We Ask About It. It can also be simple? at the end of the semester, if you like. Next, replace the text between the range tags with the information you want to provide hover/click. In our example, we end up with the code below: why do we ask for this Many sponsors want to know the
population we serve are broken down into things like education, ethnicity, and economic status. Finally, if you use tooltips, we recommend adding instructions on how to use them at the beginning of the survey. Best Practice: Adding Tooltips to answer OptionsWhen adding tooltips to answer options
(available only for stylized tooltips), follow these steps: Edit the answer option through a bound pencil icon. On the next screen, click on the field name option and click on ... icon to expand the editor's HTML options. Then click Source and insert HTML code into the option Title box. Click Source for the
second time to get out of the source editor. Do this before you click Finished in a step below. Click Made when you're done. We don't have a built-in feature for hovering over tool tips. This solution works for most of our customers in most cases, but it is not a universal solution. This is The way is: only
supported in review themes built with a new theme builder.not supported by response options using click and drag functionality: Drag and Drop RatingClosed Card SortOpen Cards Sort'quick Sortmay still require some customization settings it's right depending on your topic and where in the poll you use
these tips.works best with 140 characters or less. If you want to use more than 140 characters, we recommend using text/instruction elements, page descriptions, or links to a document with definitions and explanations. Quotes should be avoided in the tool tip text because they are a reserved symbol in
HTML code. Supported browsers/devicesThere tooltips have been tested on the following devices: Internet Explorer 7'SafariFirefoxChromeAndroidiOSFA'How tooltips work on a mobile phone? Only stylized tooltips will work on a mobile phone. Respondents will have to click to identify them as there is no
hover action on mobile devices. So you can add a question mark in order to signal respondents to click. If respondents interact with the response option tool after they have already chosen this answer option (for example, in the question of flags), the text of the toolkit will appear white on a white
background. In this case, you can force the text tooltip to be of a certain color. To do this, find the color: inherit; In the style of tooltips CSS and replace inherit with the color of your choice, the former color: black;. Can I change the width/position of my tooltips on my mobile phone? This is possible with the
addition of CSS code to the stylized tooltips option. This solution works for most of our customers in most cases, but it is not a universal solution. You may have to change this CSS further depending on your topic and where in the survey you use these tips. Add below CSS at the bottom of your tooltips
CSS style. Note that depending on where you place the tool, you can see that it has pushed away the right side of the screen. We recommend placing the line break just before the tooltip code that you insert into the question text, the answer option, etc. on Build tab.@media only the screen and
(maximum width: 500px). While HTML for the bullet list is not supported in tooltip text, you can add bullets using their HTML entities. Here's an example that uses HTML essence for a bullet. Learn more about HTML entities. This solution is not compatible with simple tooltips. Use this with option 2:
Stylized Tooltips. Why do we ask about this. Your contribution helps us tell this story. Clicking outside tooltip all respondents must do to close the tooltip on a mobile phoneЕсли это происходит часто, вы можете добавить следующий код к теме опроса. Добавьте следующие дополнительные CSS к
теме опроса: @media экран и (максимальная ширина: 500px) - .close-tooltip - дисплей: inline-block; поплавок: справа; обивка: 0 0 5px 5px; размер шрифта: наследовать; шрифт-стиль: нормальный; текстовый рендеринг: авто; -webkit-фон-сглаживание: antialiased; -moz-osx-font-smoothing:
grayscale; . И следующий JavaScript к пользовательской &lt;head&gt; вкладка под стиль &gt; HTML / CSS редактор: &lt;script&gt; $(document).ready(function() { var $tooltip = $('.tip'); $tooltip.find('span').prepend('&lt;i class=close-tooltip&gt;&lt;/i&gt;'); $tooltip.on('click', function(e) { resetState(e,
$(this)); }); $tooltip.on('hover', function(e) { resetState(e, $(this)); }); function resetState(e, o) { if ($(e.target).is('span')) { e.preventDefault(); } else if ($(e.target).is('i')) { o.find('span').hide(); } else { o.find('span').css({ 'display': '' }); } } }); &lt;/script&gt; Фильтр: Основные стандартные исследования рынка
HR Профессиональный полный доступ Отчетностя Бесплатная индивидуальная команда - Предприятие &lt;/head&gt; hover text in excel. hover text in powerpoint. hover text in word. hover text in google slides. hover text in html. hover text in google forms. hover text in pdf. hover text in google
docs
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